Comfortable
back rest
Molded in
carrying handle

Paddle park
frees your hands
when needed

Stowage
compartment

Bottle holder

Scuppers in cockpit
and stowage area

Keel designed
for tracking performance

4-step footrest
for all paddlers

Light Weight Hatch
for stowage

Facts & measurements

Performance is everything
When designing the SeaDog, no effort was
spared in creating the optimal performance
of a 295cm / 9’8’’ sit-on-top kayak, while
maximizing comfort and stability.
Using the most advanced design technology
available, paired with life-long experience and
a deep understanding of the sea, we have
managed to create an outstanding craft.
The 1-layer rotomolded polyethylene
construction provides a combination of
strength and impact resistance that most
other materials can’t match.
Performance kayaking
The SeaDog is a high-performance kayak
that outdoes most any similar kayak and even
many substantially longer and larger ones
as well. The ride is stable, comfortable and
dry with lots of space for dry bags, fishing
gear and other necessities in the storage
compartment behind the cockpit.

Molded in
carrying handle

Ultra durable 1-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Comfortable and
ingenious backrest
The standard equipped backrest is in itself an
innovation worth mentioning. Not only does
it offer superior back support and optimizes
paddling performance but it is also extremely
easy to attach.
Performance is everything
So if design and performance is important this
is the perfect kayak. It not only paddles great,
it looks the part.

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Backrest
Colors

295cm / 9’8”
75cm / 29,5”
22kg / 48,5 lbs
125kg / 298 lbs
Included

Versatile
backrest
Comfortable and
easy to install.

Features SeaDog
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)

- Comfort backrest

- Hatch for dry storage

- Integrated storage recess with drainage

- Great tracking & performance

- Integrated handles in front and back

- Drainage in footwell and seat

- Integrated bottle holder

- Multiple footrests

Comfortable
back rest

Molded in
carrying handle

Paddle park
frees your hands
when needed

Light Weight Hatch
for stowage
Bottle holder

Detachable
Rod Holder

4-step footrest
for all paddlers

Flush Rod Holders
on each side
Stowage
compartment

Scuppers in cockpit
and stowage area

Keel designed
for tracking performance

Deck mount for
rod holder, GPS etc

Molded in
carrying handle

Ultra durable 1-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Performance fishing kayak!
When designing the SeaDog Angler, no
effort was spared in creating the optimal
performance of a 295cm / 9’8’’ sit-on-top
fishing kayak, while maximizing comfort and
stability.
Equipped for fishing
The SeaDog Angler is packed with “must
have” features that kayak fishing requires.
From lakes to rivers to the open ocean, this
boat has no boundaries. The SeaDog comes
equipped with rod holders. Two of which
are integrated, flush-mounted behind the
seat and one is on a deck mount in front of
the paddler. This deck mounted rod holder
can be removed and replaced with any
compatible hardware of your liking.
In addition, the SeaDog is fitted with a dry
hatch to accommodate gear under decks.
Performance kayaking
The SeaDog Angler is a high-performance
kayak that outdoes most any similar kayak
and even many substantially longer and larger
ones as well. The ride is stable, comfortable
and dry with lots of space for dry bags, fishing
gear and other necessities in the tankwell

behind the cockpit. The SeaDog also features
a practical dry hatch in the front of the kayak.
Comfortable and
ingenious backrest
The standard equipped backrest is in itself an
innovation worth mentioning. Not only does
it offer superior back support and optimizes
paddling performance but it is also extremely
easy to attach.
Performance is everything
So if design and performance is important this
is the perfect kayak. It not only paddles great,
it looks the part.

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Backrest
Colors

295cm / 9’8”
75cm / 29,5”
22kg / 48,5 lbs
125kg / 298 lbs
Included

Versatile
backrest
Comfortable and
easy to install.

Features SeaDog Angler
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)

- Integrated storage recess with drainage

- Hatch for dry storage

- Integrated handles in front and back

- Great tracking & performance

- Integrated bottle holder

- Drainage in footwell and seat

- Flush mounted Rod holders behind Cockpit

- Multiple footrests

- Deck mount & Rod holder on deck

- Comfort backrest

- Deck mount for GPS, Fish finder etc on deck

Comfortable
carrying handle

Comfortable
back rest

Bungees on front
and aft deck
Comfortable
carrying handle

Optional Skeg

Water-tight
Storage compartment

Optional Rudder

Keel designed
for tracking performance

Easy to adjust
Foot rests

Hull designed
for stability & comfort

Ultra durable 1-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Facts & measurements

Happy go lucky
Why do our customers love the Raider? Partly A great recreational kayak for day excursions,
for its looks. We have yet to find a better-

fishing, photographing, and just having fun,

looking 350cm/11´ kayak. They also love the

there is a perfect Raider for everyone. The

Raiders performance - it is probably the best-

cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is large

performing boat in its class on the market

enough to suit all types of paddlers. The ergo-

today. The Raider is available in 2 different ver- nomically designed seat provides leg support
sions, from Raider Basic with footbraces and

and a comfortable paddling position. Great

comfortable back rest. The Raider is available

looks, superb handling, comfortable price —

as a rudder version as well, and can be fitted

and of course, the Raider is light enough to

with a factory installed super-comfy seat pad. load and carry on your own, so you can take it
wherever you go.

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Rear hatch
Rudder
Colors

350cm / 11’10”
63cm / 25”
22kg / 48,5 lbs
135kg / 298 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes*
* optional

Features Raider
- Affordable
- Great tracking & performance
- Great fun for expert and beginner alike
- Rear Hatch
- Bulkhead
- Footrests
- Comfort backrest

Detachable
Rod Holder

Comfortable
carrying handle
Flush mounted
Rod Holders

Comfortable
back rest

Bungees on front
and aft deck

Comfortable
carrying handle

Deck mount for
rod holder, GPS etc

Optional Skeg

Water-tight
Storage compartment

Optional Rudder

Keel designed
for tracking performance

Easy to adjust
Foot rests

Hull designed
for stability & comfort

Why do paddlers love the Raider Angler?

adjustable footbraces and a very comfortable

It’s all about performance but also about it’s

backrest.

looks. We have yet to find a better looking
11’5’’ sit in fishing kayak. The Raider Angler is

Versatile

probably the best performing boat in it´s class

A great recreational kayak for day excursions,

on the market today.

fishing, hunting, photographing, and just
having fun, there is a perfect Raider Angler

Equipped for fishing

for everyone. The cockpit, designed for easy

The Raider Angler is packed with “must have”

entry/exit, is large enough to suit all types of

features that kayak anglers demand. From

paddlers. The ergonomically designed seat

lakes to rivers to the open ocean, this boat

provides leg support and a comfortable pad-

has no boundaries. The Raider Angler comes

dling position. Great looks, superb handling,

equipped with rod holders. Two of which are

comfortable price — and of course, the Raider

integrated, flush-mounted behind the seat and is light enough to load and carry on your own,
one is on a deck mount in front of the pad-

so you can take it wherever you go.

dler. The front deck mount is compatible with

Ultra durable 1-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Rear hatch
Rudder
Colors

350cm / 11’5”
63cm / 25”
22kg / 48,5 lbs
135kg / 298 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes*
* optional

Features Raider Angler
- Affordable
- Great tracking & performance
- Great fun for expert and beginner alike
- Rear Hatch
- Bulkhead
- Footrests

hardware of your liking. In addition, the Raider Performance is everything
Angler is equipped with a large oval, bone

So if design and performance is important this

dry hatch on the rear deck to accommodate

is the perfect kayak. It not only paddles great,

gear under decks. The Raider Angler features it looks the part.

- Comfort backrest
- Flush mounted Rod holders behind Cockpit
- Deck mount & Rod holder on deck
- Deck mount for GPS, Fish finder etc on deck

Liftable,
optional rudder

Comfortable
back rest

Comfortable
carrying handle

Large cockpit for
easy entry/exit

Large, oval hatch
for easy access

Bungees on front
and aft deck

Round hatch to access
front compartment
Comfortable
carrying handle

Keel designed
for tracking performance
Water-tight
Storage compartment

Easy to adjust
rudder pedals

Hull designed
for stability & comfort

Ultra durable 1-layer
UV-resistant, recyclable PE

Facts & measurements

Day Boat with touring capabilities
Just like the Raider paddlers fall for the looks

cally for stability, maneuverability and tracking.

of the Buccaneer. The Buccaneer stands outs It is excellent in all waters - coastal areas,
much of as on the water. At 14’9’’/450cm

lakes and rivers.

this high performance day boat with obvious

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front hatch
Rear hatch
Rudder
Colors

450cm / 14’9”
63cm / 25”
24kg / 53 lbs
155kg / 342 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
24x24cm / 9.5 x 9.5”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes*

touring capabilities is a must have for anybody The Buccaneer is equipped with foot braces
looking for a recreational kayak with some-

and a comfortable backrest and dry hatches

thing more than the usual.

fore and aft. It is also available with an optional

Features Buccaneer

rudder and can be factory fitted with a super

- Affordable

There are many paddlers looking for a

comfy seat pad. The Buccaneer is also avail-

- Great tracking & performance

kayaks that fulfills expectations in regards to

able in a 3 layer PE, foam core version making

performance while still getting high marks for

it lighter and stiffer.

handling, comfort, safety and storage capabili- The cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is
ties at great value.

large enough to suit all types of paddlers. The
ergonomically designed seat provides leg sup-

The hull of the Buccaneer is designed specifi-

port and a comfortable paddling position.

*Optional

- Great for rental & beginners courses
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Optional 3-layer PE (lighter & stiffer)
- Rear & front hatch
- Bulkheads
- Adjustable rudder pedals
- Comfort backrest

Liftable rudder
Comfortable
back rest

Comfortable
carrying handle

Large cockpit for
easy entry/exit

Large, oval hatch
for easy access

Bungees on front
and aft deck

Round hatch to access
front compartment
Comfortable
carrying handle

Keel designed
for tracking performance
Water-tight
Storage compartment

Easy to adjust
rudder pedals

Hull designed
for stability & comfort

Ultra durable 1-layer or optional
3-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Facts & measurements

Touring made affordable

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front hatch
Rear hatch
Rudder
Colors

505cm / 16’7”
58 cm /22.8”
27kg / 59 lbs
155 kg / 342 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
24x24cm / 9.5 x 9.5”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes

Jack, in the standard single-layer structure,

rudder allows for control and comfort while

is priced well below other high-performance

paddling. Finally the Jack is available in lighter

touring kayaks at 505cm/16’7”. Paddlers

and stiffer 3-layer PE with a foam core for

appreciate the opportunity to offer touring

higher performance and easier handling both

performance at a budget cost.

in and out of the water.

Features Jack

Jack is designed for beginning and medium-

A great recreational kayak for day excursions,

- Great tracking & performance

level paddlers seeking affordable quality

fishing, photographing, and just having fun,

touring, and it is the first choice for outﬁtters

there is a perfect Jack for everyone. The

and kayak schools. The cockpit is outfitted

cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is large

with padded thigh braces and a comfortable

enough to suit all types of paddlers.

- Affordable

seat with adjustable backrest which allows for
maximum comfort. The standard-equipped

- Great for rental & beginners courses
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Optional 3-layer PE (lighter & stiffer)
- Rear & front hatch
- Bulkheads
- Adjustable rudder pedals
- Comfort backrest

Comfortable
back rest

Comfortable
carrying handle

Bungees on front
and aft deck
Comfortable
carrying handle

Water-tight
Storage compartment

Easy to adjust
Foot rests

Optional Rudder
Ultra durable 1-layer UV-resistant,
recyclable PE

Keel designed
for tracking performance

Hull designed
for stability & comfort

Facts & measurements

A day boat for explorers
Just like the Raider, customers fall for the

maneuverability, and excellent tracking in most

looks of the Haddock. So do dealers: the

waters from coastal areas to lakes and rivers.

Haddock stands out as much on the shop
floor as in the water. At 450cm/14’9” this

It is available in 2 different versions, from Had-

high-performance day boat with obvious

dock Basic with footbraces and comfortable

touring capabilities practically sells itself.

back rest. The Haddock is available as a rud-

We´ve discovered that there is a huge market

der version as well, and can be fitted with a

for a kayak that fulfills our customers´ ex-

factory installed super-comfy seat pad.

pectations for great performance and still gets The cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is
high marks for storage, handling, comfort,

large enough to suit all types of paddlers. The

safety, and price.

ergonomically designed seat provides leg support and a comfortable paddling position.

The Haddocks hull is designed for stability,

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Rear hatch
Rudder
Colors

450cm / 14’9”
63cm / 25”
24kg / 53 lbs
155kg / 342 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes*
* optional

Features Haddock
- Affordable
- Great tracking & performance
- Great for rental & beginners courses
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Rear Hatch
- Bulkhead
- Footrests
- Comfort backrest

Comfortable
carrying handle

Water-tight storage
compartment

Comfortable
back rest
Bungees on front
and aft deck

Comfortable
carrying handle

Day hatch
Water-tight storage
compartment

Easy to adjust
Foot rests

Rudder
Ultra durable 3-layer
UV-resistant, recyclable PE

Keel designed for
tracking performance

Shallow V-bottomed hull for
improved performance

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front hatch
Rear hatch
Day hatch
Rudder
Colors

495cm / 16’3”
55cm / 21,7”
25kg / 53 lbs
155kg / 342 lbs
78x41cm / 33x18”
24cm / 9,5x9,5”
44x26cm / 17x10”
15cm / 6x6”
Yes

Probably the fastest
rotomolded touring kayak around

Features Crunch

This unusual polyethylene kayak is appre-

and lively feel even in rough weather. The

- A performance Sea Kayak for

ciated by action-thirsty paddlers looking for a

rugged 3-layer polyethylene construction pro-

rotomolded kayak that is strong, fast, nimble,

vides a combination of strength, stiffness, and

and fun. There are not that many around - and impact resistance that other materials simply
the Crunch also looks the part.

can’t match. The Crunch is equipped with a
day hatch as well as bow and aft compart-

It has a low deck and sleek lines, with a

ments, a keyhole cockpit for ultimate control,

shallow V-shaped hull that gives it a quick

and rudder.

* optional

- Strong, stiff & durable
the experienced paddlers
- Fast and fun
- Shallow V-hull for tracking
- Strong & durable 3-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Performance backrest
- 3 separate hatches
- Key hole cockpit for improved control
- Easy-adjust Rudder pedals

Comfortable
carrying handle
Comfortable
back rests

Water-tight storage
compartment

Comfortable
carrying handle

Retractable Skeg

Large oval hatch

Water-tight storage
compartment

Easy to adjust
Rudder pedals

Liftable Rudder

Keel designed for
tracking performance

Bungees on front
and aft deck

Easy to adjust
Foot rests

Ultra durable 1-layer
UV-resistant, recyclable PE

Shallow V-bottomed hull for
improved performance

Facts & measurements

Double Happiness
The Doubloon - a new model from Jolly

The cockpits, which are designed for easy

Roger! This compact tandem kayak is both a

entry and exit, are large enough to suit

practical and stable at 510cm/16’8”. The hull

all types of paddlers. The ergonomically

design is optimized both for performance and

designed seats provide leg support and a

stability to allow a fun and safe experience for

comfortable paddling position. Both seats

paddlers.

have comfortable back rests and can be fitted
with factory installed super-comfy seat pads.

The Doubloon is available in 3 different versions, from Doubloon Skeg with footbraces

The Doubloon is a great recreational kayak for

and comfortable back rests. The Doubloon

day excursions, fishing, photographing, and

is also available as a rudder version as well

just having fun. It’s the perfect tandem kayak

(including the skeg) and can be fitted with a

for everyone - from beginners to expert pad-

factory installed super-comfy seat pad.

dlers. Great looks, superb handling, comfort

The top-of-the-line version is made of 3 Layer

and affordability, makes the Doubloon the

PE which will make the kayak 5kg lighter

perfect choice for paddling clubs, outfitters,

while being stiffer which improves the kayaks

tour guides and families alike.

performace.

Length
Width
Weight 1-layer
Weight 3-layer
Capacity
Cockpits
Front hatch
Rear hatch
Skeg
Rudder
Colors

510cm / 16’8”
68cm / 26,8”
38kg / 83,8 lbs
33kg / 72,8 lbs
235kg / 518 lbs
83x46cm / 33x18”
24cm / 9,5x9,5”
44x26cm / 17x10”
Yes
Yes

Features Doubloon
- Affordable
- Great tracking & performance
- Great fun for expert and beginner alike
- Rear and front hatches
- Bulkheads
- Rudder pedals and foot rests
- Retractable Skeg
- Liftable Rudder
- Comfort backrests

Jolly Roger Kayaks
sales@jollyrogerkayaks.com | www.jollyrogerkayaks.com

